Introduction
Transatlantic relations are traditionally based upon two pillars: naTo and the bilateral relations between the european union and the countries of north america, the us, canada, and, for the sake of completeness, Mexico, with the eu/us partnership occupying a central role. While the eu has concluded comprehensive bilateral agreements with canada (an early Framework agreement for economic and commercial co-operation, in force since 1 october 1976; to be followed up by a new comprehensive economic and Trade agreement-ceTa-under negotiation since 2009) and Mexico (an economic Partnership, Political coordination and cooperation agreement in force since 2000) no such comprehensive legal framework is yet in place between the eu and the us. This essay will focus on the eu/us transatlantic relationship. it will in turn deal with its main features; the historic role of the us in supporting the recognition of the european communities' legal personality in the international arena; the gradual institutionalisation of the eu/us transatlantic dialogue from the single european act of 1987 to the lisbon Treaty of 2009 and the prospects for developing the transatlantic legal framework from the new Transatlantic agenda of 1995 into an overarching eu-us Partnership Treaty to adjust to today's increasingly globalized multipolar environment.
The 'Big Picture'
Today's eu/us relationship is still the most powerful, the most comprehensive and the strategically most important relationship in the world, despite the rise of new power centres.
The most powerful: The eu and the us combine over 50% of the world's gdP (us 15; eu 17,5 out of 62 trillion worldwide). The 17 Member states of the eurozone alone with 13 trillion equal the combined gdP of the Bric countries (Brazil 2,5; russia 1,8; india 1,6 and china 7,2). The highly interdependent transatlantic market stands for more than 40% of world trade in goods and services. each of the two partners directs between 60 and 70% of all direct investments into the other's market. Together they hold 80% of the global capital market. They are each other's main trading partner and consequently assume the main responsibility for the shaping of the rules based global trading system in the WTo.
The most comprehensive: in addition to trade there is scarcely a policy area or an issue that does not involve the transatlantic relationship. From foreign policy to biotech, from privacy to aircraft, from counter-terrorism to climate changethe eu and the us are involved bilaterally, regionally or globally. during my time in Washington our team of some 100 members interacted with commissioner's cabinets and services, council, european Parliament and autonomous agencies in Brussels and elsewhere in the eu in explaining, consulting, negotiating, signing or implementing close to 50 sector or issue specific agreements, a transatlantic legal 'acquis' of a size without comparison with any other third country, and against a decision-making process in the us (congress, administration, state authorities, government agencies) comparable in complexity to the Brussels set-up.
Strategically the most important: europe matters to america, and america matters to europe, because of major converging concerns, largely compatible values and overlapping interests. The eu and the us share common objectives with regard to coherent strategies for the promotion of peace, stability and economic development around the globe. There is-in the short and medium term-no alternative to the eu and the us throwing their combined weight into the global balance.
